Intolerance or Fake secularism for vote-based politics
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Cc: "Dr. Azad K. Kaushik" <kaushik.azad@gmail.com>
Dear Editor,
Intolerance or Fake secularism for vote-based politics
How disappointing to read Shree Paradkar’s, ‘A small gesture of compassion for Muslims during
the pandemic unleashes ugly torrent of intolerance in Mississauga’ opinion piece and the
editorial, ‘Mississauga is right to stand against intolerance’ (Toronto Star, May 6)! The opinion
piece in the guise of buzzwords like supremacists, intolerance and Islamophobia attempts to
articulate its premeditated objective, but ignores the basic secular principles of a modern
democracy. For sure, it would not be inappropriate if Canadians are questioning politicians for
their vote-based divisive politics that tinkers with the secular character of our multi-cultural
society. In this digital and internet era, Canadians deserves better where Muslims can freely
engage in their religious practices without avoidable ‘noise’ during the holy month.
Azad K. Kaushik, Morriston
Response:
THANK YOU for contacting the Toronto Star Public Editor's office.
This office handles queries about accuracy and the Star's journalistic standards as set out in its
Newsroom Policy and Journalistic Standards Guide
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/public_editor/2011/12/07/toronto_star_newsroom_policy_and_
journalistic_standards_guide.html
The public editor's office is staffed Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., by Public Editor Kathy
English and Public Editor, Associate, Maithily Panchalingam.
If you are requesting a correction or questioning journalistic standards, please send a link or
details of where you read the article you are questioning, (e.g.- date, page number, digital
device.) Please include your full name and a telephone number where we can reach you for
further information if necessary. Unfortunately, due to the volume of emails we receive, we
cannot reply to every email, but we do read them all, consider carefully the issues raised, and
take appropriate action to attempt to resolve complaints in cases of error or breach of the Star's
standards.
Some messages to the public editor may be published in Kathy English's public editor column,
which explores journalistic issues raised by readers. Please inform us if you do not want your
message published.
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Corrections: The public editor's office looks into claims of error on any and all platforms on
which the Star publishes. The Star corrects significant errors of fact. When we determine a
correction is called for, it will be published as soon as possible; the article will also be corrected
online and a correction appended. Generally, news corrections are published on page A2 and
corrections for other sections (including Sports, Entertainment and Life) are published in those
sections. Corrections are also published online: https://www.thestar.com/opinion/corrections
Because many readers often point out the same error, we cannot notify each person that we are
publishing a correction. As well, because of the volume of queries we receive, we are not always
able to respond to explain why we determined no correction is necessary. Every query about a
possible error is considered thoroughly however. We thank all readers who take the time to help
the Star report accurately.
Unpublishing: Generally, the Star does not delete (unpublish) content from our websites or
archives, except in some rare circumstances following consultation with the editor-in-chief,
managing editor, and in some cases, legal counsel. In the case of verified errors, we will
correct/update the article and/or append corrections as necessary but will not remove it from the
Star' s digital publishing record.
General feedback about coverage: If you are writing to express your view of the Star's
coverage, your message will be forwarded to the appropriate department. Because of the volume
of email we receive, neither the public editor's office, nor the journalists in specific departments,
can respond to every reader comment about the Star's coverage.
Letters to the Editor: If you want your comments expressing your view considered for
publication as a Letter to the Editor, please resend your message
to lettertoed@thestar.ca. Letters must include full name, address and all phone numbers of
sender (daytime, evening and cellphone). Street names and phone numbers will not be published.
The Star reserves the right to edit letters, which typically run 50-150 words. Please note: The
Star receives many more letters than it has space to print. Due to the volume, we unfortunately
cannot acknowledge every submission.
Submissions to the Star: Commentaries, opinion pieces, story pitches and press releases should
be submitted to the section of the Star to which they are best suited. A full list of departments is
published on the "Contact Us" page of the Star's
website:https://www.thestar.com/about/contactus.html
How to reach a Star journalist: Most staff members, including reporters, editors, columnists
and photographers, can be reached by email. In most cases the email address follows this
formula (all lower case, don't type spaces or the plus sign): first initial + last name @thestar.ca.
You can also reach staff in the Editorial department (newsroom) via phone at 416-869-4300 or
fax at 416-869-4328. Editorial staff members can also be contacted within the department they
work for. To reach a freelance writer, please contact the section in which his or her article
appeared.
Subscriptions/Customer Service: The public editor's office handles concerns about editorial
content only. For home delivery subscriptions, delivery problems, billing inquiries and other
customer service matters, please email circmail@thestar.ca. You may also go to
our Subscription page for home delivery information.
Further information about how to contact other departments in the Star can be found
here:https://www.thestar.com/about/contactus.html
Thank you for reading your Toronto Star.
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